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Tactics ogre let us cling together walkthrough

Chris: If you're wondering, yes, this is the that Princeton man's site. Thanks to Austin and Landon, owners of www.tacticsogre.com to provide a home on this site! Please think that it will be busy and busy until it takes months to do.php! The FAQ section has been updated accordingly. In addition, we fixed an issue where
the link to the PAR code spreadsheet in the PAR code section was broken. If you find other issues on the website, I think I'll try to deal with them in a more timely manner! Feel free to use my email address to find out if you want to connect to these sites, it's especially useful to include a simple message in the effect of Tics
Ogre in a friend's request (otherwise you'll ask if you're a fan of my work). Despite the fact that this site has not seen updates as often as in the past (because I am no longer a college student with free time, so the current state site is very comprehensive), I still maintain contact with otherTics Ogre fans via email and
GameFAQs message board. So in summary, I'm still around! If you've ever wondered about the importance of your answer, this section will analyze it in detail! The walkthrough is divided into chapters (including Gates of Hell and Eden sub-guides) and contains information about the location of buried treasures! This
section is also home to a mystery character contest where you can identify and learn characters from other games! Updated: November 7, 2002 with tipsVice: Here you can find information about almost all the secrets in the game, such as recruiting hard-to-find characters, getting hard-to-find items, and winning hard-to-win
battles. It is organized so that you can easily access the information you want! Here, my fellow Dark Knights will give you a briefing on different types of special abilities available in weapons, armor, items, magic, and tactical demons. Last Updated: July 4, 2005 Game Shark The Evos: Well, Well, Well. I think you're looking
for some shortcut. If you insist on using it, this is where it should be. Only time will tell you - if you're good enough, you can even get me to join your party! Here you can find the Pro Action Replay (PAR) code for the original Super Fami conversion of the game. Last Updated: January 12, 2011 Dojo Wiegaf: An important
strategy for developing a winning team is to diversify character training and prevent weaknesses from spreading so much. I've been studying training techniques and gaining strength, but you can see what I came up with here. This is an interesting read with sample characters and perhaps the first attempt everyone has
made to analyze theTics Ogre training system in an academic context! Why don't you stop by the area and see some of my works? Last updated: January 12, 2011 Tactical Demon Forum Segal: Perhaps all this is not enough for you. Do you yearn to interact with other fans of tactical demons? About 2007 author Chris: I
want to know more about, the mastermind behind this guide.htm? However, the site does not exist.at least that place). If you have any questions or comments, please crg@alumni e-mail at .princeton.edu. 8 comments 0 like statistics notes are the first to like this one. Tactics Demon: Let us cling together: 100% complete
guide by the last Setra version 1.1, the last update 2011-01-26 Back to the tactical demon hosted by Game FAQ: Let us hold together (PSP) FAQ &amp; Guide Tactics Demon: Hold together a 100% completion guide with the last Setra version 1.1, the last updated 2011-01-26 Table of Contents Disclaimer 1. Preassy 2.
Character and Cut Scene 3. Chapter 11 Chapter 2 C2. Chapter 2 Chapter 3. Chapter 3 Chapter 3N5. Chapter 3, Chapter 6. Chapter 47 Shop 4 in Deneb. Order Diva Music Synthesis Recipe 6.Title 7 Chapter 1. Chapter 2 Title 2.Chapter 2 Title3.3 Title4.3 Title5.3 Title 6.4 Title 7.Other Titles 8.Closure 8. Disclaimer
Playstation Portable Tactics Demon: Wheels of Fortune - a 100% complete guide written by Fernando Garcia (aka the last Cetra, aka Lororian Garr) who owns exclusive copyrights. Questions/advice on this guide may be sent to me. For information on how to contact us, please refer to the Game FAQ Contributor page
(click Back in your browser to follow the user name link). Current version created on December 6, 2010: 1.01 (January 2, 2011) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ This document is an exclusive property of the author. It is protected by international copyright law. Violation of any of the rules described
here may result in serious civil and criminal penalties. This is for private &amp; personal use only. It cannot be reproduced in any form (electronically or physically) in parts or in its entire part, especially for commercial purposes, because it is completely free. At the time of this writing, GameAQ is the only site hosting this
document. Finally, all trademarks and copyrights contained in this document are owned by their respective trademarks and copyright holders. Version: GameFAQs: Tactical Demons: Let Us Hold Together (PSP) 100.. 2/19/15,5:38:21/1.11 th 2011--- small fix, added information about Deneb and her store --- 1.01 Jan 2nd
2010 2010 Fixed small misleading typo 1.00 1.00 December 7th--- entered the whole lack of time to write a full-fledged tutorial, I decided to write a guide focusing on things that might be hard to find. I can't find any hints on how to complete the level or the game system, but it does provide a check list to help you get all
possible characters and cut the root scene, how to complete the in-game music test track list, and how to get all possible titles. In short, this guideAs a quick reference to get everything that is possible to achieve in this game and it's not easy. Characters and Cut Scenes In this section, we're going to do all chapter battles
and event rundowns, tell you what to do to trigger hidden events or recruit special characters. I also wrote down the conditions under which the dialogue will take place in each battle, so I know the unit to expand to check all the texts in battle. But for brevity, I'm omitting the dialogue triggered regardless of the condition. For
example, we don't mention the first active direction of the enemy leader (because it's very unlikely to be killed before the performance) or the dialogue containing denim (because it has to be deployed all the time). Chapter 1 Battle 1 (Goliath): - Battle 2 (Armeika Outside): - Battle 3 (Armaca Inside): - Battle 4 (Chryzar):
Save Preszans and recruit him. The enemy leader says something when she's under 50% HP. Battle 5 (Grubolza): Keep Leonard alive and Vyce has something to say when the enemy leader is under 30% HP. I'm going to Cadriga to face Niba. Battle 7 (Cadriga): Pleasant has something to say when Nivers is under 80%
HP. Battle 8 (Bold): Lavines has something to say when the enemy leader is below 90% HP. Battle 11 (Balams Law): Keep Ravines alive to recruit her later. Ravinez says something when she or Pleasant's HP is less than 80%, and then again says something when she's under 50% HP. Battle 12 (Balams Chaos): - From
here you can proceed to 2C or Chapter 2L. Chapter 2 Battle 1 (Ashton): Expand Pleasant and Canops to see the conversation with Athel. If The culture continues to live, the conversation with denim will also change. Canopus speaks only after Arisel is under 50% HP. Battle 2 (Ri-Bam): expand canops for conversation
with Zapan. Battle 3 (Zod): Save Arricell to recruit her. Expand Pleasant and Canopus to see the conversation with her (only if they talked to her in a previous encounter). Arricell says something when her HP is less than 50%. Battle 4 (Bold): - Battle 5 (Tanmouth): Arricell has an extra line to say when her HP is 50% or
less. Read the news about Foranpa Wildwood in Warren's report to gain access to the first Side Quest Dungeon. Game FAQ: Tactics Demon: Let us hold together (PSP.com.. 2/19/15, 5:38:38 p.m. 3 minutes. Battle 6 (Chrysar): - Battle 7 (Cadriga): Continue to live for Forcas and recruit him. Save Byan to recruit him as
well as Sistina in the next battle. Agree to help Sistina and go to Damsa. Battle 8 (Damsa): Continue to recruit Forkas and Bahian. Battle 9- Go to Bold for the cut scene and you ask Sistina to go with you (finally recruit her, Forkas and Bahin forever). Battle 10 (Lime): - Battle 11 (America Outside): Expand Preslance and
Arricell to see the line. The enemy leader has something to say when Zapan's HP is less than 20%. Battle 12 (Armor Cainside): - Agree with Leonard (Option 1) Go to Neutral Route or Opposite (Option 2) Go chaos route. From here, you can proceed to Chapter 3C or Chapter 3N. Chapter 2 Battle 1 (Balams): - Battle 2
(Zod): - Battle 3 (Li Bam): - Read the news about Ravins in Warren's report and open a side story battle in Lysen. Battle 4 (Lizen): Save Lavines to recruit her later. Expand Precious to watch his conversation with Ravins. Ravenes also says something when her HP is less than 50%. Battle 5 (Ashton): - Battle 6 (Ashton):
Expand Pleasant to see his conversation with Arisel. Battle 7 (Kadriga): Save Zapan to recruit him immediately after the battle. Expand the canopus to watch his conversation. You can also recruit Zapan in Chapter 4 below (only if you follow the legal route), but there's no reason not to recruit him right now. Battle 8
(Tammas): Expand Zapan to watch his conversation. If Guachalo defeats an enemy clergy before he escapes, he must also defeat Guacharo. If you defeat him now, you will do fight 9 instead of fight 8, in Chapter 3L. This will give you an order title, so it's better to beat him now. Read the news about Foranpa Wildwood in
Warren's report to gain access to the first Side Quest Dungeon. Battle 9 (Grubolza): Kathua's question will change nothing but the enemy's answer and interact with Vyce in the next battle. Battle 10 (Lime): Keep Arrisel alive to recruit her later. Defeating Vyce is fine (and necessary). Expand canops and pleasants to watch
their conversation. Battle 11 (Armoryca Outside): - Battle 12 (Armor Cainside): - Battle 13 (Armor Cainside): Viese says something if Arisel is defeated, and vice versa. From here, you can proceed to Chapter 3L. 3 2/19/15, 5:38 p.m. 4. Chapter 3C Battle 1 (Ashton): Battle 2 (Zod): Battle 3 (Corri thani Outside): - Battle 4
(Cory than Inside): - Cut scene with Kathua will be done automatically. The answer you give here doesn't affect the story. Battle 5 (Lizen): - Battle 6 (Verhanna): - You can choose to enter Brigantes from the west or Brigantes from the south. Battle 7 (Brigantes West): Expand the canopus for dialogue with enemy leaders.
Battle 8 (Brigantes South): Expand the canopus for dialogue with enemy leaders. Battle 9 (Brigantes Inside): - Battle 10 (Vahanna): Save Haborim to recruit him. Battle 11 (Cory Thani Outside): - Leonard will take on the duel. Accept or decline (option 1) to advance to Battle 12 (optional)To go to battle 13.Battle 12 (Cory
Thaninside): - Battle 13 (Cory Thaninside): Expand Pleasant and Arricell for dialogue with Leonard. Battle 14 (Wyo obli): Gumb has something to say for each of his beasts to die if his own HP exceeds 20%. But it's better not to kill them because it may actually make the fight harder. Battle 15 (Lime): - Return to America to
recruit Gildas and Mildine. Battle 16 (Bordo): Serry will join automatically after this battle. You can choose to enter Fiduck from the west or Fiduc from the south. Battle 17 (Fiduk West): - Battle 18 (Fiduk South): - Battle 19 (Fiduk Inside): Expand Serry for another dialogue. From now on, all we have to do is move on to
Chapter 4. Chapter 3 Battle 1 (Armor Rika): - Battle 2 (Bold): Save Serry to recruit her later. Deploy Sistina, Bian and Forcas for dialogue with Serry. If Oz's HP is 50%, expand the canopus for dialogue. Battle 3 (Tanmouth): Gumb has something to say for each of his beasts to die if his own HP is over 20%. But it's better
not to kill them because it may actually make the fight harder. Go to The Crisar, reunite with Leonard and go to Cadriga for an extra fight. Battle 4: Save Festa, Cams and Tams, and then recruit them. After the above battle, you will be given the option to recruit Eborym (option 1 of the second question). Battle 5 (Ashton):
Save and recruit Orias and DeVoldes. Battle 6 (Hedon): - Battle 7 (Banamba): - Battle 8 (Damsa): Expand Mildyne and Canopus for dialogue with Gildas. Expand Orias and DeVoldes for dialogue with Niva Battle 9 (Goliath): This battle only happens if you don't go to Battle 4 (Kadriga). In that case, you will be given the
option to recruit havorine after this battle. Battle 10 (outside Cory than Koritani): - GameFAQs: Let us hold together (PSP.com.. of 4 2/19/15, 5:38 p.m. Battle 11 (Cory Thani Inside): - Battle 12 (Wyo obbli): - Battle 13 (Lime): - You can choose to enter the Fidak from the west or the Fidak from the south. Battle 14 (Fiduk
West): - Battle 15 (Fiduk South): - Battle 16 (Fidak Inside): - From here you can proceed to Chapter 4. Chapter 3 Battle 1 (Madra): - You can choose to enter Brigantes from the west or Brigantes from the south. Battle 2 (Brigantes West): Expand and interact with Zapan and Canopus. Battle 3 (Brigantes South): Expand
the canopus for dialogue. Battle 4 (Brigantes Inside): - You will be given the opportunity to recruit Jenounes during the cut scene (choose option 2). Battle 5 (Vahana): Expand Jenounes to gain access to Battle 10 later. You must see four dialogues: at the beginning of the battle, when the enemy leader is under 70% HP,
and that Jenounes must say in his two later active turns. Battle 6 (Lizen): - Battle 7 (outside Koritani): - Escape Guachalo in Chapter 2 and you will go to Battle 8. Otherwise, the <a0>T:SystemGo to Battle 9.Battle 8 (Cory Thani Inside): Expand Jenounes for dialogue. Battle 9 (Cory Thani Inside): Expand Jenounes for
dialogue. If you caused all the dialogue in Battle 5, there is news about Corri thani in Warren's report. Read it to trigger battle 10 in Vahanna. Battle 10 (Vahanna): Save Lavines to recruit her. Expand Geneon and Canopus for dialogue You can choose to do either Battle 11 or Battle 12. Battle 11 (Bold): - Battle 12
(Swanzi): - Battle 13 (Tanmouth): Gumb has something to say to each of his beasts to die if his own HP exceeds 20%. But it's better not to kill them because it may actually make the fight harder. Battle 14 (Armor Outside): - Battle 15 (Armor Cainside): Expand Geneons and Lavines for dialogue. Gildus, Mildine, Vis, and
Arricell automatically join the army. Battle 16 (Wyobori): - Battle 17 (Lime): Save Habolim to recruit him. You can choose to enter Fiduck from the west or Fiduc from the south. Battle 18 (Fiduk West): - Battle 19 (Fiduk South): - Battle 20 (Fiduk Inside): Expand Habolem for some dialogue. In this battle, there are many
dialogues caused according to each of the remaining energy of the enemy leader, so you may want to take their HP slowly. From now on, all we have to do is move on to Chapter 4. In Chapter 4, various side quests are performed. Normal battles are numbered from 1 to 20, and side quest battles are numbered from 21. I
labeled the actions we must take to advance the quest in the following ways: GameFAQs: Tactical Demons: Let us hold together (PSP.com 100.. 5 2/19/15, 5:386 pm. $A will aim for Azelstan's side quests. Cressida's Side Quest (available only on Chaos Routes). Deneb's Side Quest. A.G. for Gumb's Side Quest. Ozma's
side quests are only available on legal routes and are only available when haborim is recruited. A.R. Sherry's Side Quest for Rendal's Side Quest. $S 2 Selye Side Quests (available only on neutral routes) for Oxiones Side Quests; $O the Dark Knights in Warren's report to recruit Ozma later (available until Battle 4). $A the
news about Omish in The Warren's report and cause a battle in Omish (you can always clear it before Battle 4). $D news about Deneb's store in Warren's report so that you can recruit her later. Battle 1 (Vahanna): - You can choose to enter Brigantes from the west or south. If you choose south and send denim alone and



are not equipped, there will be no fight. Battle 2 (Brigantes West): - Battle 3 (Brigantes South): - Read the news about $C Balams and cause battles there. Go to Balams and make sure Orias is your army. He then won the battle in Kadriga, and finally won one at Goliath. Say to Cressida in GoliathI'm not going to judge her
by my own, but if she has a good reputation among Gargastans, she'll join you. Go to armor to trigger an event with Warren. Battle 4 (Hedon): - Battle 5 (Banamba): Sherry's HP is dropped to 10% or less and she is forced to retreat. If you kill her, you can't recruit her later. Deploy Sistina, Cerrie and Olivia and watch the
dialogue between the sisters. The answer you give to Morba won't change the story, but if you say no choice, Katya won't fight you in the battle against Lands Tartar (i.e., you'll fight 12 instead of fight 11). $O make sure That Habolim's loyalty is over 50 and go to The Crizar to cause a fight. Expand the hub rim and make
sure he and Ozma are finally alive to recruit Ozma. At the beginning of the battle, let Haborum answer his name (second choice). After the fight, tell Ozma that she is equally guilty for your father's death (first choice). Go to Fiduk Castle, follow the story and access the following events: $S 1 Make sure Olivia's loyalty is over
60 and do random battles with Zzod using items to cause storms. Make the weather as bad as possible to end the fight (there's no problem with the retreat, but you can't get some of the order titles). While the weather is still bad, go to Balams to trigger an event with Shelley to recruit her. This can only be done before
clearing Banisha Castle. Note that in some cases this event may not trigger (perhaps because the weather is likely to return to normal when you get to Balams? If that happens, you will continue to fight in Zodo, cause a storm, and eventually find Shelley. $S go to The Crisar to trigger news about the pirates of The 2
Kadriga. Read the news of Warren's report and go to Kadriga to cause a fight. When the fight begins, ask Selye if she wants to join you to recruit her. $A the news about pirate cemeteries and legendary pirates in The Warren's report, go to the Omish and Kadriga Game FAQs: Tactical Demons: Let us cling together
(PSP)100.. faqs.com/psp/999440-exacts-ogre-let-us-clin.13 6 2/19/15, 5:38 pm 7. to trigger two events. $X can explore the northern land by reading the news about the explosion in the Report of Warren. Win consecutive battles with Madra, Brumor, Bask and Botegen and access the Gates of Hell. The Gate of Hell can be
accessed at any time from now on. After winning the battle in Bask, go to Lazan to recruit oxylon. Expand Jenounes and watch all the dialogues to recruit her after the fight. $D Bask in Oxione's Side Quest, find Deneb's shop (see Deneb's Shop) and buy five orbs of each type to auction one dragon of each element and
have her talk. When she answers, What are you talking about?, she joins you as a guest. Go to Bask to cause a battleIf she finishes the fight alive, she will join you. Battle 6 (Vanessa): - Battle 7 (Lambies): Battle 8 (Zorusch): Expand Canops and Ozma for dialogue with Andrus. Battle 9 (Banisha Front): - Battle 10
(Banisha Courtyard): Expand Gildas, Mirdain, Canopus and Ozma to interact with Barba. If you told Morba that you had no choice in Banhamba before, you'll go to battle 12; otherwise you'll have to play against Kathua in Battle 11. Battle 11 (Bani Shineside): Keep Katia alive to recruit her later. Expand the hub rim and
ozma for dialogue with the run. After the battle, katya can join you according to your answer. To recruit her, first say to her, That's true, and then say to her, I love her. Battle 12 (Bani Shineside): Expand Haverim and Ozma for dialogue with Lands. After the battle, katya can join you according to your answer. To recruit her,
first say to her, That wasn't the case, and then tell her, I don't want to break up with her. $R the news about shipwrecks in Warren's report to cause battles in Rufa and Grimby. Grimby saves Rendall to recruit him. $G news about Nimuraba Thieves in Warren's report to cause a fight in Nimuraba. In Nimuraba, take
advantage of Gumb's pet and drop his HP to less than 10% (without killing him) to recruit a beast tamer. $A or Omish for extra battles (you can always clear them before Battle 15). After the battle in Omish, find Azerbaijan in the Pirate Cemetery and clear the cemetery to recruit him. Read the news about warren's report
old shrines to cause battles in Cadriga, Bold, Damsa and Gerd. Go to each fort and clear them. After the battle with Oxilon in Lazan, read the news about Razan in Warren's report, regardless of whether you recruited her, and cause a new fight there. Clear the Fort. Read the news about the attack on GameFAQs,
regardless of whether you recruited him after the battle with Rendal: Tactical Demons: Let us cling together (PSP)100.. . gameaqs.com/psp/999440-exacts-ogre-let-us-clin.13 7 2/19/15, 5:38 p.m. 8. Warren's report Fort causing the fight in Gecko. Clear the Fort. Go to Kori thani, with at least one Foriner sisters in your army
and say you're confident. This will eventually cause a side quest for the shrine. Enter each shrine and return to each of the six forts to clear. Boulder and Yomura Haba Battle 13 (Boulder): - Battle 14 (Yomurahaba) :- Battle 15 (William): - If you recruit Rendall and send Kathua back to your party and then kill Kathua in
battle, at William Katchua will do a clear battle 15 and return to Fiduk, there will be a cut scene with Rendal and a new battle will happen. Dying Kathua prevents you from getting the perfect hero order title, so you might want to saveRun the event after activating the WORLD system. You will get to choose to attack the high
bear from the front, south or back. Battle 16 (Heigum Front): Expand and interact with Kathua, Shelley and Ozma. Battle 17 (Haigum South): - Battle 18 (Haimback): Expand and interact with Kathua, Shelley and Ozma. Battle 19 (Highg Courtyard): - Battle 20 (Higue Inside): Expand and interact with Kathua and Shelley. If
Ozma is not at your party, there is some news about spying in Warren's report. If his loyalty is over 50, read it to trigger an event with Habolim in Chrysar. If you took the root of the law, this cut scene would have already been played as part of her recruitment event because you probably have Ozma. Deneb's Shop This is
a different day for Deneb's town list. She returns to the same town every month, so the month of the year doesn't matter. Day 1: Grimsby Day 2: Grimsby Day 3: William Day 5: Vanisha Day 6: Goliath Day 7: Rihika Day 8: Rim Day: Crisar Day 10: Fidak Day 11: Balmamussa Day 12: Corritany Day 13: Ashton Day 14:
Brigantes Day 15: Omish Day 16: Grims day Grimby Day 17: Haim Day 18: William Day 19: Goliath Day 21: Lilime Day 22: Crizar Day 23: Fidak Day 23: Fidak Day 25: Balmamussa Diva's music is a way to activate each track in the music test section of Warren with a list of game soundtracks. Since most tracks can be
retrieved after a specific section of the game, I use the format Chapter GameFAQs: Tactical Demons: Let us cling together (PSP)100... .com/psp/999440-exacts-ogre-let-us-clin.13 8 2/19/15, 5:38 p.m. 9. For example, 2L-9 means that the track is available after Chapter 2 Law - Battle 9. Tracks that cannot be retrieved by all
routes are highlighted in bold. You need to use the WORLD system to get them. 01 Overture 1-3 02 Chaos Island 1-3 03 Fortune Teller 2 No Track Name Acquired After Playing DLC Episode 04 Catastrophy 1-3 05 Island Atlas 1-3 06 Ready to Take Field 1-3 07 Warren Report 1-3 08 Glory 1-3 09 Retreat 1-3 10 A Color of
Chaos 1-3 11 Blessed Memory 1-3 12 Unit March 1-3 13 Avila Hanya 3C-1, 3N-4, 3L-8 or 3L-9 14 Harvest Dance Finish Chapter 3 (any route) 15 blasphemy experiment 1-7 16 VENDETTA!3C-12 or 3C-13, 3N-1, 3L-4 17 Phantom Hellgate B1 18 Tundra 18 songs (after news about the explosion, fight in Madra) 19 Fight It
Out!3C-12 or 3C-13 20 Three Kings 3C-5, 3N-11, 2L-3 21 Breath of the Earth 3C-14, 3N-3, 3L-13 22 Airland 4 (after killing Andrus in Eden) 23 Chivalry and Barbarians 2C-9, 2L-7 24 Restricted Finish Chapter 3 (any route) 25 Black Knights Theme 4 (Battle in Madra after news about the explosion) 26 Rebellion 4 (after
killing Andrus in Eden) 27 Viking Spirits 4 (after killing Andrus in Eden) 28 Offensive Indemancence Defense 2C-2, 2L-6 29 Autumn Sky 4 (after killing)in Eden) 30 Krypton 4 (after the first battle in Omish) 31 Whitestorm 4-1 32 Landing Disc 2C-6, 2L-13 33 Light Everlasting Go to Azelstan and Pirate Cemetery Dungeons at
Your Party 34 Play Far Height DLC Episodes San Bronsa Dungeon 35 Showdown 36 Play Fate Meet DLC Episodes 37 Clash of Giants 4-20 38 War Situation Finish Chapter 19 Limit Chapter 4 (Fiduck) Castle) 40 3N (after the cut scene in Armorika), 2L-13 41 WLO 3N theme (after the cut scene of armor) 42 religious
lessons 3L-17 43 Footprints from the dark 1 (after the Fidak cut scene) 44 Peace Ray ends the extra scenario episode 1 45 true knights after emotion 4 to play DLC episode 46 box. Only if Kathua is not at your party) 47 lack of emotion and heart 4 (at your party only if There is no Katha after the battle with the gum) 48
Look back 1 (after the cut scene of armor) GameFAQs: Tactical Demons: Let us cling together (PSP) 100.. 9 2/19/15, 5:38 PM 10. 49 acts written in Stone 4 (after the battle with Gumb) 50 Time Forever Lost 4 (after the battle with Gambi) 51 Pierce Truth 4-20 52 Dishonest 2C (after the scene cut by Armorikaika), 3L-6 53
Stirring 2C-1, 2L-7 54 Priest 3C-9 Theme, 3N (after the cut scene with Armor IKA), 3L-4 55 Shock Finish Facts Chapter 2 (Any route) 56 Deslattle finish 157 death notice 3C-4, 3N (after armorika cut scene), 3L-2 or 3L-3 or 3L -4 58 Prayer 2C (Bor (after the cut scene in de), 2L (after the cut scene of armor) 59 notification
of death (reproduction) 2C (beginning of the chapter) 60 prayers (reproduction) 4 (after the battle with Oxynon) 61 unsealed 4 ( Before the last) Battle with Barba) 62 Recollection End 1,3 63 Awakening End 3 64 Coronation End 1,2,3 65 Passing Moment Ending 2 Ending 1: Kathua Ending 2: Denim Ending Ending 3: Gilbert
Ending Synthetic Recipe here is the place to get them with a list of all recipe books. Short-range weapon I book: can be purchased from the shop. Short Range Weapons II Book: Can be purchased from the shop. Secret book of melee weapons: dropped by the guardians of The Shrine of Hanella. Ancient book of melee
weapons: Can be dropped by warriors in Foranpa Wildwood (deep section). The secret book of the sword: dropped by the guardians of the shrine of Nessaro. Ancient book of daggers: can be dropped by Rogue in B3 of the Shrine of Barta. Ancient book of one-handed swords: may be dropped by knights in B4 of the
Shrine of Hanella. Ancient book of two-way swords: Can be dropped by fear knights of Foranpa Wildwood (land of seeching). A secret book of axes, spears and hammers: dropped by the guardians of The Shrine of Guruza. Ancient book of kites: Can be dropped by beast tamers in Foranpa Wildwood (shaking swamps).
Ancient book of spears: can be dropped by The Runefencer of Foranpa(Danawa wetlands). The ancient book of Hammer: Can be dropped by knights in the Pirate Cemetery (Abbies). The Secret Book of Catanas: Dropped by the guardians of the shrine of Gurza. The ancient book of Katanas in one hand: can be dropped
by the ninjas of Foranpa Wildwood (Greenland of Sorrow). Ancient book of Catanas with both hands: Can be dropped by the master of the sword in Foranpa Wildwood (frozen swamp). The secret book of dull weapons and whips: dropped by the guardians of the Shrine of Nessaro. Ancient book of dull weapons: can be
dropped by Gorgon at the B4 of the Shrine of Lunelam. The ancient book of Whip: Can be dropped by the beast Tamer in Foranpa Wildwood (Windy Hill). A hand copy of the magic book: can be dropped by sirens at B23 of the Gates of Hell. Manual of manufacturing equipment I: can be dropped by familiar with San
Bronsa (rotating tower 2F). Manual for Manufacturing Equipment II: Can be dropped by Matriark of San Bronsa (Floating Ruins 1F). Long Range Weapon I Book: Can be purchased from the shop. Long Range Weapon II Book: Can be purchased from the shop. Gerg's Teachings: Chapter 2 (any route) was dropped by the
enemy leader in Battle 7. Secret book of bows: dropped by the guardians of The Shrine of Barta. Ancient book of bows: Can be dropped by Archer in Foranpa Wildwood (a great immeasurable lie). Crossbow's Secret Book: Dropped by the guardians of The Shrine of Hanella. The ancient book of Crossbow: Can be
dropped by the archer at B22 of the Gates of Hell. Game FAQ: Tactics Demon: Let us cling together (PSP.com.. of 13 2/19/15, 5:38 PM 11. Manual for Firearms Manufacture: Dropped by Terror Knights in Battle to Save Rendal (Chapter 4 Side Quest). Firearms Remodeling Manual: May be dropped by B4 Gunner at
Sosonel Shrine. Secret book throwing weapons I: May be dropped by the beast tamer at the B10 of Hell Gate. Secret Book of Throwing Weapons II: Dropped by the Guardian at the Shrine of Lunelam. Book of protective equipment I: can be purchased from the shop. Protecting Equipment II Book II: You can buy it from the
shop. Secret book of protective equipment: dropped by the guardians at the shrine of Barta. The secret book of Shields: Can be dropped by Itrit in the holy room of the shrine of Zosonel. Ancient Shield Book: May be dropped by Hoplite at B4 of the Shrine of Gurza. Ancient book of helmets: can be dropped by clergy in B4
of the shrine of Nessaro. Ancient Book of Body Armor: Can be dropped by Blood Gavial in the Pirate Cemetery (Center Gap). The ancient book of gauntlets: can be dropped by Hoplight at B20 of the Gates of Hell. Ancient book of leggings: Can be dropped by Hoplite in the pirate cemetery (the chest of the sea god).
Accessories I book: can be purchased from the shop. Accessories II Book II: Can be purchased from the shop. Accessories III book: Can be dropped by Itit in the holy room of the shrine of Zosonel. Accessories IV Books: MayBy the reentel in the holy room of the shrine in Llunelam. Metal and my book: can be purchased
from the shop. Gem Book: Drop by enemy leaders in Chapter 3 (any route). Wood books: can be purchased from the shop. Fabric books: can be purchased from the shop. Pharmaceutical Book I: Chapter 2 (any route) was dropped by enemy leaders. Pharmaceutical Book II: Chapter 2 (any route) was dropped by enemy
leaders. Deadlas's Secret Book: Dropped by Niva at B5 at the Gates of Hell. Order Titles Here's a list of all the titles in the game and how to get them: The list is separated by chapters. I omitted the title itself for brevity and wrote only what I should do to get it. Nevertheless, note that this section contains many spoilers.
Chapter 1 titles Armeika's Free Duke Longway. Defeat a niba with a capriga. In Lime, after saving Sistina, tell her that you will fight for Walther's independence. In Lime, after saving Sistina, tell her that you will fight for peace. In Lime, choose to help Sistina, but will not support her with magic or items. Lime refuses to help
Sistina. refuse to kill the people of Balams. I agree to kill the people of Balams. Chapter 2C Title Saves Arricells in Zod Kill Vyce in Tanmouth without recruiting Arricell. Kill Vyce in Tanmouth after recruiting Arricell. After saving the bye in Kadriga, you agree to help Sistina. Refusing to help Sistina after saving bains in
Kadriga After saving Sistina, offer to work with them during Bold's cut scene. After saving Sistina, refuse to work with them during Bold's cut scene. I agree to Leonard's proposal. oppose Leonard's proposal. Chapter 2 Title Saves Zapan in Cadriga Defeat Guachalo with Tanmouth. I agree to Leonard's proposal. oppose
Leonard's proposal. Game FAQ: Tactics Demon: Let us hold together (PSP.com.. 11 2/19/15, 5:38 PM 12. Defeat Leonard with Armeika. Chapter 3 Clear Battle 4 in Kori thanni. Clear Battle 9 in Brigantes. Save Habolim in Vahanna. Defeat Cortani to defeat Leonard in a one-on-one battle in Cory Thani while bringing your
army Clear Fort Bold. Chapter 3N Title Saves Cellie in Fort Bold Clear the battle of Kadriga. Save Orias and DeVoldes in Ashton. Complete the battle at Fort Damsa. Complete the battle in Goliath. Complete the battle at Kori thani Castle. Chapter 3 After clearing Brigantes Castle, say that the enemy is the people of
Gargastan. After clearing Brigantes Castle, please answer that the people of Gargastan are not bad. Clear the battle at Kori thanni Castle (no matter the road). Complete the battle at Armourka Castle. Save Habolim with Lime. Chapter 4 After clearing the battle of Chapter 3 at Fiduk Castle (any route). Enter Brigantes
Castle by fighting. Clear Brigantes Castle without fighting (send denim not equipped to the main gate). Kill Kathua in the battle against LandsFail to recruit Kathua to your army again. Once again you succeeded in recruiting a kathua to your army. Complete battles with Kathua and Hygma Castle in your army. Complete the
battle at Haigma Castle without Kathua. Then allow the looting of the castle. Complete the battle at Haigma Castle without Kathua. After that, the looting of the castle is prohibited. Let Kathua die and trigger a special event with Fiduk Castle's Rendal. Other titles will exit the game on all routes. Kill 11-20 units and then exit
the game. Finish the game after 11-20 units have fallen into battle. Kill 1 to 10 units and then exit the game. Finish the game after 1-10 units have fallen into battle. Finish the game without a dying unit. Finish the game without units falling in battle. Look at the end of The Kathua. Look at the end of the denim. Look at
Gilbert's ending. Clear the shrine of Hanella. Clear the shrine in Balta. The shrine of Clearnessaro. Clear the shrine of Gurza. Clear the shrine of Zosonel. Clear the shrine in Lunelam. Clear Azelstan and Pirate Cemetery dungeons at your party and refuse to take treasure. Clear the dungeons of Azelstan and Pirate
Cemeteries at your party and take treasure. Find the secret door of Gate B3 of Hell. Game FAQ: Tactics Oni: Let us hold together (PSP.com.. 12 2/19/15, 5:38 pm13. Tactics Demon: Let us cling together: 100% complete guide by the last Setra version 1.1, back to the tactical demon hosted by the last update 2011-01-26
game FAQ: Let us cling together (PSP) FAQ &amp; Guide??? At the gates of hell to defeat. Defeat... At the Gates of Hell. Clear Extra Scenario Episode 1 Defeat god's General No.1 (Hell Gate B86) God's General No.2 (Pirate Cemetery - Sky Blue Cave) defeats God's General No.3 (Foranpa Wildwood - Deep Section)
Defeats God's General No.4 (Gate of Hell B96) Defeats God's General No.5 7 (Foranpa Wildwood - Miracle Sky) Defeats God's General No.8 (San Bronsa - Floating Ruins 8F) God Shogun No.9 (Hergate B77) defeats God's General No.10 (Hellgate B8) 9) Defeats God's General No.11 (San Bronsa - Floating Ruins
Central Garden), defeats God's General No.12 (San Bronsa - Floating Ruins 14F), never uses CHARIOT and ends the game without retreating. End the gates of hell without ever retreating without using chariots. Exit the San Bronsa Dungeon without ever retreating without using chariots. Complete extra scenarios without
using CHARIOT and without being pulled back. Defeat... (Available via DLC) Defeat secret enemies at the Gates of Hell (available via DLC). Reach and defeat secret enemies at the gates of hell without using Chariots (available via DLC). Note:God's General in the designed place, you need an item called God's General
Finder. The first one is obtained by completeing the gates of hell. The other 11 can be created in Deadlas' secret book. Two of the materials needed to create a finder will be dropped by the general himself, so you will have to defeat one general to look for the next. Another material, Olihalcon, can be stolen from the
ethereal beauty of San Bronsa. Closed I would just like to thank GameQ for hosting another of my guides, also thanks for playing in the old-fashioned Capcom customs (read?and do like Megaman: Fight! EOF] Game FAQ: Tactics Demon: Let us cling together (PSP.com.. / 13 2/19/15,15:38
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